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Journeystravel

C hile had long been on my places-to-visit list, but the idea of skiing 
there in August was not. I love to ski and enjoy winter, but the warmth 

of Colorado in summer has a strong pull. So, when the time came to pack 
for a ski trip in Chile last August, it was hard to unearth my ski boots, win-
ter coat, and warm mittens while wearing flip flops and shorts.

I’m glad I did though! My trip would include two distinctly different ski-
ing adventures—one to get the legs in gear at the resort of Valle Nevado and 
the other to cat ski at Ski Arpa outside Los Andes. But I’d also work in wine 
tastings in the Casablanca and San Antonio wine valleys and even a tour of 
Pablo Neruda’s home in Santiago, to feed my writer’s soul.

Valle Nevado (vallenevado.com) is perched on the top of the world and 
surrounded by the extraordinary Andes. Its sunsets had me running for my 
camera or sitting and sighing on the window seat in my room nightly. I was 
treated to fresh snow on our trip and had an opportunity to ski off-piste, 
in a natural half-pipe, and also head to the top of the mountain via surface 

lifts that had previously terrified me, carve first tracks, and order an après-ski 
beer—in Spanish. I’m typically a blue groomer skier so skiing with a guide 
ensured that I pushed my personal boundaries a bit and didn’t miss any of 
the mountain’s treasures. 

Even if you have never skied before but have a hankering to try it, this is 
a nice place to learn to get the full feel of the romance of skiing as a sport. 
Valle Nevado has a European feel, attracts skiers from all over the world, 
and could present the opportunity to be in the company of the Russian and 
Italian Olympic ski teams, if you are as lucky as I was.

Options for dining are extensive at the resort, so you can just relax and 
focus on your mountain adventure. In addition to meals at La Fourchette, 
Mirador del Plomo, Sur Restaurant, and Don Giovanni, I enjoyed happy 
hour fare at après ski parties, making new friends from all over the world 
thanks to wine being the common language. There is even a disco on site 
for those who want more of a late-night party atmosphere—and this place 
knows how to party!

From Valle Nevado, I put myself in the hands of Santiago Adventures 
(santiagoadventures.com) and drove the 50 miles from Santiago to Los Andes, 
where I spent one night at Casa St. Regis. This place provides an authentic 
Chilean atmosphere with its hacienda style and lovingly decorated guest 
rooms grouped around a garden courtyard that features smaller, private 
spaces that are uniquely designed and comfortable. My only regret is that 
I had just one night there. I drank Chilean wine and Pisco Sours around 
the fireplace in the common dining area and noshed on gourmet food that 
rivaled a high-end restaurant. Breakfast was another casually elaborate affair, 
though I just opted for coffee and took my meal to go. Deep into the wind-
ing drive to Ski Arpa, I was glad for my choice.

Ski Arpa is about 22 miles from Los Andes, and the dirt road leading there 
is one of the bumpiest, craziest, and fun drives I’ve ever experienced, and 
was even cooler because I spotted the occasional goat meandering along the 
road, too. Narrow and dusty, the four-wheel-drive road transports you from 
the high desert to snow-covered peaks. If you tend to get car sick, hold off 
on breakfast until you arrive.

Pushing Boundaries at Chile’s 
Valle Nevado and Ski Arpa
Find your inner ski bunny in South america—in august

By robin enright

Getting There
LaN airlines (lan.com) flies direct to Santiago and makes an 
effort to assuage the discomfort of a long flight by serving 
almost-gourmet meals, complete with wine and an offering 
of a whiskey apertif. every seat has its own movie screen with 
an incredible selection of titles to make the time fly by (pun 
intended), though the views below aren’t bad either. 
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South America’s only cat skiing resort, Ski Arpa (skiarpa.com) has more 
than 4,000 acres of skiable terrain. I had never skied via a grooming cat and 
have to confess I was nervous, wondering if my skills were up to par for the 
landscape. With the encouragement of Ski Arpa’s staff members, who were 
incredibly sensitive and dead-set on providing a positive and safe experi-
ence, I gave it a go. And—with hosts Anton “Toni” Sponar, his ski racer son 
Anton, and the rest of the Ski Arpa crew, many with nicknames with stories 
behind them—your adventure will be rich beyond skiing. 

The group of skiers I was with stretched out along the trail, and I took 
up the rear since I figured I would slow everyone down otherwise. We got 
clear instructions about where to begin our descent after traversing to the 
trail and, when we began the downhill ride, my skis took off quickly. I 
battled their desire for speed, my fear giving me trouble while turning and 
my nerves causing countless falls, but my guide calmly supported me the 
entire way down to meet the rest of the crew, already gathered in the snow 
cat at the bottom. 

My descent might not have been pretty, but I did it. There is something 
about pushing one’s personal boundaries, something about those moments 
when fear pushes every cell in your body to life that grows confidence in the 
aftermath. When I traveled to Italy the year before, I got lost in Naples and 
did not speak enough Italian to explain what I needed. I was terrified. But 
after persevering with lots of pointing and exaggerated facial expressions, I 
saw an Italian cabdriver with no English in his vocabulary finally smile in 
recognition. That moment might have been exactly what I had been afraid 
of before I booked my trip but it’s also the moment that taught me I am a 
capable traveler. And I suspect the memory of that experience was one of the 
things that pushed me to try cat skiing. 

Experiences like these stay with us and provide the mileage we need to 
cover before advancing to the moments that leave us yearning for more. Just 
one more trip, one more night in a foreign place, one more new friend, one 
more run down the power-filled slopes. And isn’t that sort of journey what 
travel is all about?

Chile’s Vineyards
you can’t spend time in Chile without visiting one or two vine-
yards. Chilean wine is extraordinary, and the vineyards offer a 
visually romantic feast. 

Two of my favorites:
Casa Marin, Lo abarca (casamarin.cl) 
Loma Larga, Casablanca (lomalarga.com)

The Activity-Rich City of Santiago
Stay at the historical and beautifully appointed aubrey 
(theaubrey.com), a mansion built in 1927 and formerly owned by 
one of the leading political figures of his day, domingo duran. 
Make time for dinner at europeo, a visit to Mercado Central, 
shopping at artesania de Chile (artesaniasdechile.cl), and a tour 
of Nobel Prize winner Pablo Neruda’s Santiago house, which is 
conveniently around the corner from the aubrey.


